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concern for his vote? The agricultural economist Joseph S,
Davis voiced the doubts of the skeptical when he wrote,
Regardless of the purity of motives of the Administration,
a subtle form of political corruption is involved; for farmers'
votes are effectually influenced when their income seems to
depend increasingly on political measures, and less and less
on the economic value that society sets on their products and
services.
In February, 1938, the president and his advisers pulled
forth the long-awaited rabbit from the legislative hat. The
new agricultural adjustment act returned to the old problem
of regulating production at the same time that it continued
conservation payments to the faithful. National acreage allot-
ments for wheat corn, cotton, tobacco and rice were set at
levels sufficient for domestic use, export and reserves* Con-
formity was voluntary but shrewdly encouraged, since those
planting beyond their individual allotments were ineligible
to receive "parity payments" or to get commodity loans (on
the basis of surpluses stored under government seal) at such
favored rates as cooperators enjoyed. In order to withhold
surpluses of these five commodities from the market until
prices rose to or above "parity"—that is, the purchasing
power which any such commodity had had during the sup-
posedly normal period of 1909-1914—marketing quotas
could be imposed upon all farmers, under penalty, after such
quotas were approved by a two thirds* vote of the producers
involved. Equally significant, the surpluses from good years
were not to be dumped recklessly on the market, destroyed
or given lavishly for relief, but stored against a day of short-
age. Thus was realized Secretary Wallace*s dream of the
"ever-normal granary/* a reservoir to stabilize supply and
demand, equate good seasons with poor ones. By 1940 some
six million farmers were cooperating in the program. Hence-
forth, in meeting the needs of a war-ravaged world, these
reserves grew increasingly important.

